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ABSTRACT 
 
A concussion is the transient alteration of consciousness immediately 
following application, either direct or indirect, of traumatic biomechanical 
forces to the head. It is a widespread and likely underreported disorder 
affecting millions of people in the US every year.  In the past, concussions 
have often been trivialized by coaches, trainers, parents, and athletes as 
“bumps to the head” rather than truly serious injuries.  Now, however, 
mounting evidence of the severe long-term consequences of concussion 
is stimulating public interest in the issue.  This has spurred research in 
recent years and our understanding of the injury construct of concussion 
has advanced accordingly, although several areas of uncertainty remain 
regarding the potential future consequences of single or multiple 
concussions.  A greater understanding of the underlying mechanisms of 
concussion in humans may help ameliorate the negative conditions of 
those millions suffering from concussion and its sequelae. 
 v 
This paper details this complex disorder from impact to recovery, including 
underlying physiological mechanisms, and discusses its potential long-
term consequences.  The need for advancement in concussion prevention 
strategies is discussed as a primary goal for the future.  Education, 
institution of new guidelines and legislation concerning youth sports, 
advances in equipment, and rule/policy changes in professional sports are 
discussed as potential areas for improvement.  However, action in these 
areas will not solve the problem on its own.  An overall cultural shift needs 
to occur in order to emphasize the severity of concussions in general.  
Additionally, support and early recognition of long-term sequelae of repeat 
concussion would be helpful in limiting the number of negative outcomes 
in concussion patients. 
 vi 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 A “concussion” is the transient alteration of consciousness 
immediately following direct application of traumatic biomechanical forces 
to the head (1,2).  Concussion may also arise from impact elsewhere on 
the body that indirectly delivers an impulse of force to the head (5).  
Impact results in a “rapid onset of short-lived impairment of neurologic 
function” that may reflect neuropathological changes, but is most likely 
due to functional disturbances rather than an overt structural injury (5).   
Many concussions are accompanied by a complete loss of 
consciousness of short duration (1,4).  If there is no loss of consciousness 
after impact, patients are typically severely stunned or dazed (4).  This 
effect is typically also accompanied by memory loss (amnesia), and the 
duration of unconsciousness as well as the severity of injury correlates 
with the extent of the amnesia (1).  Patients with concussive amnesia 
have an inability to retain new information for a brief period following the 
concussive event (anterograde amnesia) (2), but also may experience 
retrograde amnesia in which the individual can fail to recall events 
immediately preceding the injury (2,3).  More rarely, an individual may lose 
information from days before or longer (2,3).  Retrograde amnesia has a 
tendency to resolve quickly, usually in a matter of hours, while the 
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anterograde amnesia typically resolves to a lesser extent or is permanent 
(2).    
Concussion is a widespread and likely underreported disorder 
affecting millions of people in the US every year.  In the past it has often 
been trivialized by coaches, trainers, parents, and athletes as a “bump to 
the head” rather than the truly serious injury it is.  More recently, mounting 
evidence of the severe long-term consequences of concussion is 
stimulating public interest in the issue.  This has spurred research in 
recent years and our understanding of the injury construct of concussion 
has advanced accordingly. 
 
General goals 
 The goal of this paper is to provide a specific and concise overview 
of concussion and its related sequellae.  The impact event will first be 
examined and the paper then will move chronologically through 
identification of symptoms, diagnosis, underlying neuropathophysiology, 
patient management, recovery, and potential future implications of 
concussion.  Lastly, public perception and policy regarding head injury will 
be discussed and the paper will end with recommendations for improving 
education and future policy decisions. 
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Clinical Characteristics of Concussion 
 There are many signs and symptoms that may indicate concussive 
injury and need to be taken into account when attempting to diagnose and 
determine a management strategy for a patient.  These symptoms are 
generally divided into four categories: sleep disturbances, somatic 
symptoms, cognitive disturbances and emotional problems (2,94).  Sleep 
disturbances include any deviation from normal sleep patterns such as 
insomnia or excessive sleepiness during the day (94).  Somatic symptoms 
are disorders of the body and include headache, nausea, vomiting, 
dizziness, the feeling of being “dazed” or “out of it”, vertigo, imbalance, 
visual or auditory changes, tinnitus, sensitivity to light and noises, and 
fatigue (2,10).  Drowsiness and loss of consciousness (LOC) are 
examples of somatic signs of concussive injury.  Other signs include poor 
coordination, impaired gait, impaired balance, and occasionally even 
seizure (2,5,10).  Cognitive symptoms include “foggy” thinking, difficulty 
concentrating, amnesia, and hallucinations.  Disorientation and confusion 
are common signs of cognitive dysfunction and may manifest in the 
inability of the individual to recall the score or rules of the game (2,10).  
Other signs of cognitive impairment include “dazed” appearance, slow 
reaction time, slow verbal response time, and amnesia (2,5,10).  
Emotional symptoms usually reported by concussion patients include 
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irritability, anxiety, depression, affective lability, apathy, and impulsivity 
(105). 
 
Diagnosis 
 Concussions typically occur during sporting matches, and there are 
well established guidelines to evaluate and treat a person who is 
suspected of sustaining a concussion.   The initial assessment of the 
patient occurs either on the field or on the sideline (2).  Along with the 
standard first aid protocols of evaluation of airway, breathing, circulation, 
and level of consciousness, attention is focused on ruling out a possible 
concomitant injury to the cervical spine (1,2,5,10).  If examination finds 
that such an injury is present, the patient is immediately immobilized to 
prevent further injury (2,10).  Once the initial first aid protocols have been 
addressed and if any one of the signs or symptoms of concussive head 
injury are present, the examiner should proceed with evaluation of the 
possibility of concussion using a tool like the revised Sport Concussion 
Asseement Tool 2 (SCAT2) (2,5,15,17).  The SCAT2 is a commonly used 
questionnaire that is administered on site and asks various questions to 
determine if the athlete has a concussion and, if so, its severity.  The 
athlete first fills out a graded symptom survey in which they rate the 
severity of each symptom on the list such as headache, dizziness, and 
“feeling slowed down” (154). The person administering the test grades this 
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survey and assigns it a symptom score.  They then record the score of 
various other fields including loss of consciousness and Glasgow Coma 
Scale.  Once these scores are recorded they lead the athlete through a 
series of questions to determine attentional control, cognitive function, and 
memory, then follow that with tests of balance and coordination.  The 
athlete’s memory is then tested again to determine delayed recall ability.  
All of the scores are then summed and this score can be used to infer the 
severity of the concussion (154).  Although the SCAT2 states that it should 
not be used as a standalone method of diagnosing concussion, it can be a 
useful first step in the diagnosis.  If this assessment points to the 
diagnosis of a probable concussion, the patient should not be allowed to 
reenter the game and should be continuously monitored to identify any 
deterioration that may occur in the minutes to hours after the concussion 
(5,17).   
 Often, the patient will be administered a postural stability test on the 
sideline as part of the balance and coordination tests on the SCAT2 (154).  
This is due to the fact that people suffering from concussions have a 
marked decrease in balance and postural stability usually for 1 to 3 days 
post-impact (2,18).  Postural instability is tested via placing the patient on 
a foam pad or moving platform and leading them through a number of 
physical tasks such as having the athlete stand on one foot with their eyes 
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closed for a set amount of time (2,18,154).  The balance deficit found in 
many concussed patients  
“is related to a sensory interaction problem, whereby 
the concussed [patient] fails to use their visual and 
vestibular systems effectively (18).”  
   
In addition to physical evaluation, evaluation of cognitive function 
using brief neuropsychological test batteries has proven effective in 
diagnosing concussion (5).  These tests, which include the Maddocks 
questions and the Standard Assessment of Concussion (SAC), are 
designed to determine the functional state of attention and memory (5).  
When an athlete gets hit in the head in a movie or TV show, the first thing 
that is asked is almost always: “Can you tell me your name?” or “Do you 
know where you are right now?”  However, it has been shown that 
autobiographical and standard orientation questions concerning place and 
time are not necessarily reliable when diagnosing a concussion, and 
questions concerning the rules of the game, the score, or the opponent 
should be used instead (1,2,5).  Indeed, the Maddocks questions do 
exactly this by asking questions like, “Who scored last in the match?” and 
“Which half is it now?” (154).  The SAC, part of which assesses orientation 
by asking questions about the time and date, is currently implemented in 
the SCAT2 despite the notion that standard orientation questions may not 
be reliable indicators of concussive injury.  However, the SAC is of 
additional use because it also assesses immediate and delayed recall as 
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well as concentration.  It assesses immediate recall by asking the athlete 
to recall a given list of words over 3 back-to-back trials.  Delayed recall is 
assessed by asking the athlete to recall that same list of words after some 
time has passed and their attention has been focused elsewhere.  The 
SAC tests concentration by having the athlete repeat a given string of 
numbers in reverse order, starting with 3 digits and increasing in length up 
to 6 digits.  Another concentration test used is to have the athlete list the 
months of the year in reverse order (154). 
 Following the initial assessment, the patient is usually transferred to 
a hospital or other medical office.  Here they undergo a comprehensive 
patient history and an evaluation of mental status, cognitive function, gait, 
and balance (5).  A clinical history is extremely important here because 
repeat concussions carry an increased risk of impaired neurocognitive 
function, increased symptomology, and the possibility of more negative 
outcomes such as severe depression leading to suicidality (10).  At this 
point, the medical professional conducting the examination should also 
seek information from sources other than the patient (5).  Questioning 
parents, eyewitnesses to the impact, coaches, or teammates can be 
helpful in diagnosing concussion.  If any of them report that the patient 
“does not seem like themselves” or is “off”, it can be strongly indicative of 
a concussion (17).  Getting reports from third parties can also help to 
discern whether there has been improvement or deterioration in the 
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patient’s condition because the patient will often not be able to report this 
him or herself (5).     
 The final step in this assessment process is determining the need 
for neuroimaging.  It is widely held that neuroimaging should be employed 
as a precautionary measure to rule out structural injury following any head 
injury in which structural damage may be suspected (5,17).  Suspicion of 
structural damage may stem from the mechanism of injury (e.g. high 
speed collision, fall from height, high-velocity projectile), deterioration of 
clinical features, and the presence of focal neurological deficit (5,17).  The 
two main imaging methods utilized are computerized tomography and 
magnetic resonance imaging, which are performed for different reasons.   
Computerized Tomography (CT) is an imaging modality that uses 
x-rays to construct a 3-dimensional rendering of the patient’s brain.  These 
scans are often used in closed head injuries to determine whether 
damage is associated with lesions, contusions, fractures, and/or 
hemorrhaging (18).   
 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) has several advantages over 
CT including higher resolution imaging, ability to image different planes of 
a structure, and ability to differentiate between types of tissue (18).  When 
imaging a patient’s brain after concussion, MRI can be useful for detecting 
small cortical contusions and small white matter hematomas.  These small 
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hematomas can be indicative of diffuse axonal injury (DAI), which will be 
discussed later (18).    
It is widely accepted that the two traditional imaging modalities, CT 
and MRI, are almost always negative in the case of concussion but, as 
stated above, are used when structural damage may be suspected (2,5).  
Newer techniques such as gradient, echo, and diffusion MRI are more 
sensitive to structural abnormalities but  
“the lack of published studies as well as absent pre-injury 
neuroimaging data limits the usefulness [of applying them 
to concussion management] at the present time (5).” 
 
Mechanics of Head Injury 
Direct or indirect application of mechanical force to the head may 
produce neural structural damage or cause impaired neural function.  In 
their 1974 paper, Ommaya and Gemarelli divide the effects of trauma on 
brain function into focal and diffuse effects.  The effects of focal injury 
typically manifest as macroscopic structural damage, and is better 
classified as traumatic brain injury (TBI) rather than concussion 
(2,5,10,23).  Diffuse injury produces widespread “injury [to] nerve cells and 
fibers sustained at the moment of the accident (25)” and is associated with 
the symptoms of concussion (23).   
The mechanical input required for head injury can be broken down 
into two basic categories, static and dynamic (23).  Static mechanical 
input, also known as static loading, is defined as a force that is applied 
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slowly, that is, over a period greater than 200 milliseconds (23).  There is 
some evidence that static loading can lead to diffuse injury, but it is more 
likely to lead to focal injury (23,24).   
Dynamic mechanical input, also known as dynamic loading, is more 
common than static loading and refers to a force applied more quickly, 
that is, over a period less than 200 milliseconds (23,24).  This type of input 
is further broken down into impact and impulse (23).  Impact is a force 
applied quickly and directly to the head and impulse refers to a sudden 
movement of the head due to in impact elsewhere on the body (5,23).   
 Both impact and impulse can lead to the acceleration-deceleration 
forces that lead to stress and strain on neuronal structures (23).  Impact 
typically results in what has been termed “contact phenomena”, which 
refers to “skull-bending, fracture, and wave propagation (23,25).”  
However, as Ommaya and Gennarelli state, contact phenomena are more 
likely to cause focal injury, and because focal injuries have “an inability to 
explain the various manifestations of [concussion] (23)” it is less important 
to place emphasis on contact phenomena than the other result of impact 
and impulse: rotational or angular forces (10,23).   
 Rotational or angular forces are necessary for loss of 
consciousness and amnesia, two hallmarks of concussion, while linear 
acceleration-deceleration (also called translational forces) produce almost 
entirely focal effects due to the smaller surface area to which the force is 
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applied (10,23).  These focal effects usually manifest as well-defined 
cerebral contusions and cerebral hematomas, neither of which are 
required in the modern definition of concussion (1,2,5,23).  The presence 
of focal injuries is more characteristic of moderate or severe traumatic 
brain injury (TBI) than concussion (2).  This fact has led to some 
unresolved controversy, which will be discussed later, regarding whether 
or not concussion and mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) should be 
considered synonymous. 
 Additionally, this discussion of linear versus angular forces may 
seem to imply that an athlete involved in a direct helmet-to-helmet 
collision, for instance, will not get a concussion.  In this case one must 
consider what actually happens in such a collision.  In order for this to be a 
true linear acceleration-deceleration impact, the helmets would have to be 
coming together from directly opposite directions, impact squarely, and 
bounce off in the direction opposite their original motion.  In reality, this 
happens only extremely rarely, if ever.  This is partly due to the erratic 
nature of sports collisions, that is, they are never this perfectly aligned, 
and partly due to the design of helmets.  A round and smooth helmet is 
going to deflect off another round and smooth helmet at an angle much 
more often than it will impact at the perfect spot to bounce directly 
opposite its original motion.  These types of collisions will more often 
result in rotational or angular forces and therefore concussions. In fact, the 
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shape and orientation of the human brain itself may predispose any force 
it encounters to become a rotational one.  For these reasons, concussions 
are much more prevalent in sports than moderate or severe TBI. 
   
Neuropathophysiology of Concussion 
 Clinical research on brain injury has long been based on 
observational investigations into qualitative symptoms in patients as well 
as on semiquantitative analysis of cognitive impairments using various 
grading scales and templates (30).  Physiological research of concussion 
has recently gained steam since it became apparent that concussive brain 
injuries, especially when they are repeated, are not as harmless in the 
long term as was once thought.  Experimental research into the 
physiology of concussion has been conducted using animal models with 
the goals of collecting “clinically relevant mechanistic insights” and 
characterizing “molecular alterations, ionic and neurotransmitter 
disturbances, synaptic perturbations, and structural changes (30).”   
There are three common modalities used to induce brain injury.  
Closed-skull weight drop is a technique in which a rod of specific mass is 
dropped onto the closed skull of the animal (31).  Closed-skull controlled 
impact involves “an electronically controlled pneumatic piston cylinder 
mounted on a stereotactic micromanipulator” that provides an impact to 
the skull at the desired force and location (32).  The most commonly used 
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technique is called lateral fluid percussion injury (30).  This technique 
involves giving the animal subject a small craniectomy through which a 
brief fluid pressure pulse is applied directly to the intact dura.  This causes 
a displacement and deformation of neural tissue (31).  The origin of the 
pulse is a pendulum striking a piston that in turn increases the pressure on 
a reservoir of fluid (31).  It should be noted that in each of these 
techniques the amount of force applied is carefully calibrated to be 
appropriate for the desired injury, as excessive force may lead to contact 
phenomena and thus focal injury. 
When these experimental techniques are combined with advanced 
neuroimaging such as functional and high-resolution MRI, changes can be 
observed in real time rather than having to euthanize the animal and 
retroactively draw conclusions about the physiological mechanism (30).  
This type of research has proven to be highly translational and allows for 
easier and more rapid application to a clinical setting which, in turn, opens 
doors for more research opportunities (30). 
 
Neurometabolic cascade overview 
 The application of mechanical forces to the brain produces a 
complex sequence of chemical and metabolic events (30).  Once again, 
diffuse injury is the primary focus and, as part of what is termed diffuse 
axonal injury (DAI), there is an immediate disruption of neuronal cell 
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membranes in the form of enhanced mechanical poration and axonal 
stretching (2,30,33).  The primary result of these events is a rapid onset of 
indiscriminate ion flux through previously regulated ion channels as well 
as what appear to be transient physical membrane defects in neuronal 
membranes (30,33).   
The ion flux, in turn, causes a widespread release of a number of 
neurotransmitters, particularly excitatory amino acids, which leads to a 
further increase in ion flux (30,33,34).  In an attempt to restore ionic 
balance, the Na+/K+ ATP-ase operates at maximal capacity, depleting 
stores of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) (30).  The events and effects of 
the neurometabolic cascade will be discussed first on the cellular level and 
then on the axonal level (Figure 1).   
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Cellular level – Glutamate release, ion flux, mitochondrial dysfunction, 
CBF 
 Upon impact, there is a massive efflux of potassium down its 
concentration gradient from the neuron into the extracellular space (35).  It 
is able to move so rapidly because of the increased permeability of the 
neuronal membrane (mentioned above) as well as the opening of voltage-
gated K+ channels (33,35,36).  The same deformity, along with 
“nonspecific depolarization”, leads to an early and indiscriminate release 
of glutamate, an excitatory amino acid neurotransmitter (30,36).  
Glutamate then binds to kainate, N-methyl-D-Aspartate (NMDA), and D-
amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) ion 
channels, which leads to further K+ efflux and influx of calcium ions 
(Ca2+) (30,36).  NMDA receptors are of particular interest because their 
activation by glutamate, along with being primarily responsible for the 
Ca2+ influx, appears to be the predominant ion channel involved in the ion 
flux following concussive injury (30).  NMDA receptors, in order to activate, 
require binding of glutamate as well as depolarization to remove a 
magnesium “plug” that blocks the pore (155).  Once activated, they form a 
channel through which K+, Na+, and Ca2+ flow down their concentration 
gradients (155).  The role of NMDA receptors in these particular ion flux 
changes was discovered because administration of tetrodotoxin (TTX), a 
widely used voltage-gated Na+ channel antagonist, has little effect on the 
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extracellular ionic concentration changes seen in concussive injury 
(30,35).  On the other hand, the same changes were greatly reduced by 
treatment with kynurenic acid, an NMDA receptor antagonist (30,35,36). 
 In normal cases and in small disturbances, when extracellular K+ 
concentration increases in the brain, glial cells can activate a very efficient 
K+ uptake mechanism and restore balance (35,37).  However, when the 
trauma is greater, this mechanism, which Katayama et al. call a dialysis 
system, can be overwhelmed (35).  The upper limit of K+ concentration 
that this mechanism can handle, dubbed the “physiological ceiling”, is met 
rapidly in the case of concussion due to a shrinkage of extracellular space 
and a consequent decrease in the effective surface area available for use 
by the dialysis system (35).  The shrinkage of extracellular space is seen 
experimentally in studies of concussive brain injury and is presumably due 
to rapid water movement into neurons and subsequent neuronal swelling 
(35). 
 As described above, the positive feedback of K+ (i.e. increasing 
extracellular K+ leads to neuronal depolarization, which leads to further 
EAA release, opening of EAA receptor ion channels, and further K+ 
movement) results in a massive excitation (36).  This massive excitation is 
shortly followed by a wave of relative suppression of neurons, which 
resembles, but is distinct from, cortical spreading depression (36). 
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 The classic model of cortical spreading depression (CSD) is 
defined as a wave of depolarization in cortical grey matter that slowly 
propagates at a speed of 2 to 5mm per minute (38,39).  CSD creates a 
window of 5 to 15 minutes in which both evoked and spontaneous 
potentials are silenced due to a near-complete sustained depolarization of 
neurons (39).  In normal brain tissue, it requires either an injection of 
potassium chloride or a focal mechanical or electrical stimulus in order to 
initiate (38,39).  This is where one distinction can be made.  As Giza and 
Hovda state, classic CSD and post-trauma K+ fluxes differ because in the 
case of concussion, “diffuse areas of the brain are affected simultaneously 
(36)”.  They also state that some signs and symptoms of concussion such 
as amnesia or cognitive dysfunction may be manifestations of this CSD-
like state that follows concussion (36). 
 Following the massive excitation, the Na+/K+ ATP-ase operates at 
maximal capacity to restore ionic balance and thus consumes ATP at a 
rapid pace (30).  The spreading depression causes a hypermetabolic state 
in which glucose use increases dramatically (41).  Following injury, the 
hypermetabolic state causes intracellular stores of ATP to quickly 
decrease causing cells to increase glycolysis in order to meet the energy 
demand (30,36).  Concussive injury also causes mitochondrial dysfunction 
(described below) that can lead to impaired ATP production; this provides 
another stimulus for increased glycolysis (30,36,43).   
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There is also a concurrent elevation of lactate in the case of 
concussion.  Typically, presence of lactate would indicate anaerobic 
conditions, but a study by Yang et al. concluded that the elevated lactate 
in concussive injury was not due to ischemic conditions caused by the 
hypermetabolism (43).  They concluded that this apparent contradiction 
may reflect mitochondrial dysfunction because it occurs after concussive 
injury in the absence of substrate limitations(i.e., not due to a lack of 
oxygen) (43).  Extracellular accumulation of lactate is then the result of 
both accelerated lactate production from increased glycolysis and 
decreased lactate metabolism due to mitochondrial dysfunction 
(36,43,44,46).  This state can lead to local acidosis, cell membrane 
damage, altered blood brain barrier permeability, and cerebral edema, all 
of which can lead to further neuronal dysfunction (30,36,45).  Elevated 
lactate in the brain following trauma can leave cells vulnerable to ischemic 
injury, presumably due to the increased metabolic stress on individual 
cells, but it is not yet known if this is also the case for repeat trauma 
(36,50).   
 Mitochondria are the centerpieces of oxidative metabolism.  They 
provide the machinery necessary to allow protons to flow down a 
concentration gradient from the intermembrane space to the mitochondrial 
matrix and cause a phosphorylation of ADP (51).  The resulting ATP is the 
main energy currency used to drive cellular processes.  Some observed 
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changes that arise in mitochondria following concussive injury include 
reduced mitochondrial oxygen consumption, reduced mitochondrial 
membrane potential, and reduced mitochondrial enzyme activity (44,51-
53).   
Following concussion, the combination of increased metabolic 
activity with mitochondrial damage leads to the incomplete reduction of 
molecular oxygen during oxidative phosphorylation and the formation of 
reactive oxygen species (ROS) (51).  ROS can oxidize phospholipids and 
integral membrane proteins in the inner mitochondrial membrane (IMM), 
thereby compromising its structural integrity (51,54).  In addition, ROS-
mediated alterations can reduce fluidity of the IMM and negatively impact 
the efficiency of electron carriers in the IMM (51,54).  Oxidation of proteins 
also can lead to changes in three-dimensional conformation, “which 
increases aggregation, fragmentation, and susceptibility to proteolysis 
(51).”  These factors all hinder the normal functioning of mitochondria. 
As stated above, indiscriminate EAA release following concussion 
results in large amounts of glutamate binding to several receptors.  
Persistent glutamate binding to NMDA receptors causes the receptor to 
form a pore, allowing an excessive influx of calcium (Ca2+) into the cell, 
thereby creating an intracellular accumulation that would otherwise not be 
present (47).  Excessive intracellular Ca2+ levels can lead to Ca2+ 
accumulation within mitochondria, which can then lead to oxidative 
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dysfunction (30,44).  Cytochrome oxidase, an enzyme in the electron 
transport chain and a biomarker for mitochondrial oxidative function, has 
reduced expression following concussion, which would indicate impaired 
function (30).  This reduced expression, “as determined by histochemistry, 
is decreased out to 10 days [post-impact] (30,53).”  Other biomarkers 
indicative of mitochondrial dysfunction that are also reduced following 
concussive injury, particularly repeat injury, include ATP/ADP ratio, 
NADH/NAD+ ratio, and N-acetylaspartate (NAA) levels (55).  Additionally, 
the influx of Ca2+, along with impairing mitochondrial function, can 
activate apoptosis in the neuron by activating intracellular proteases 
(47,56,57).  However, Giza and Hovda state, “elevated intracellular Ca2+ 
may certainly lead to impaired mitochondrial metabolism, but neurons may 
still survive (36).” 
Magnesium, another important component of cellular processes, 
has a reduced intracellular concentration following concussion (58).  When 
magnesium levels are low it can affect several areas of the cell and thus 
lead to neuronal dysfunction.  Magnesium is required to maintain cellular 
membrane potential and to initiate protein synthesis (36).  Low 
magnesium levels impair glycolytic and oxidative ATP production.  
Additionally, low magnesium can lead to “unblocking” NMDA receptor 
Ca2+ channels more easily due to the change in concentration differential.  
Easier removal of the magnesium plug exacerbates the consequences of 
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high intracellular Ca2+ discussed above (36).  Magnesium concentration 
following concussive injury was determined using fluid percussion in rats.  
It was found that free magnesium in the cortex decreased by 70% within 
the first hour and remained low over the next 3 hours (58).  Total 
magnesium also declined by 10% over this time period and as Vink et al. 
state,  
“because of its primary role in cellular metabolism, the 
early decline in tissue magnesium following brain 
trauma may be a critical factor in the development of 
irreversible tissue injury (58).”   
 
The large decline in cerebral cortical magnesium was associated 
with the smaller decline in total tissue magnesium, but not with formation 
of edema or changes in concentration of Na+ (58).  An additional study by 
the same group correlated the reduction in magnesium with neurologic 
defects and found that treatment with magnesium prior to injury resulted in 
significantly improved cellular bioenergetic state as well as improved 
motor function as compared to rats pretreated with saline (59). 
Researchers have also proposed a potential neuroprotective 
mechanism involving NMDA receptors.  NMDA receptors require both a 
voltage change and glutamate binding in order to eject the Mg2+ plug and 
open the pore to Ca2+ influx (30).  The receptor itself is composed of 4 
subunits: 2 NR1 subunits and 2 NR2 subunits (30).  The NR2 subunits 
come in 2 variations.  NR2Bs are so-called “slow channels” while NR2As 
are “fast channels”(30).  After concussive injury, NR2A expression is 
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downregulated within 2 to 4 days and this decrease persists until 
approximately 7 days post-impact, without changes in expression of the 
other subunit types (30,80).  With fast channels downregulated, it would 
follow that Ca2+ movement would be slowed, thus potentially protecting 
neural tissue from the effects of high intracellular Ca2+ described above 
and detailed further below. 
 Concussive injury can also reduce cerebral blood flow by up to 
50%, which, in a period of increased energy demand, can create a 
mismatch in the amount of energy required and amount provided; this 
phenomenon is called cerebral blood flow-glucose metabolism uncoupling 
and may have long-term effects on neural tissue that could potentially be 
problematic in the case of repeat injury (36,48,49).   
 
Subsequent Hypometabolic State 
The increase in glucose use occurs immediately after injury, but the 
duration of hypermetabolism, ranging from 10 minutes to 4 hours, appears 
to depend on the part of the brain and the severity of the injury 
(30,36,40,41).  As early as 6 hours post-impact, affected tissue can switch 
to a hypometabolic state (42).  This entails up to a 50% reduction in 
glucose utilization and can last up to 5 to 10 days post-injury (30,42).  
Human studies on moderate to severe TBI using [18F]fluorodeoxyglucose 
positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) have found that the decrease in 
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global cerebral glucose use may persist for 2 weeks to months beyond the 
initial insult, but this type of study has not yet been applied to concussive 
injury (30,36,60,61). 
 This glucose hypometabolism occurs throughout the full range of 
head injury severity, even in the absence of overt clinical symptoms (36).  
As Giza and Hovda imply, further research must be conducted to 
determine the true nature of the hypometabolism. Two potential answers 
have been proposed. The first is that it may be a protective mechanism to 
prevent further injury in the time following initial impact by limiting the 
activity of nervous tissue and reducing risk of energy depletion and its 
subsequent consequences.  The second is that it may only be a negative 
consequence of injury in that it increases risk to secondary injury by being 
unable to fulfill the energy demand should a secondary insult occur (36).   
Axonal level – Diffuse Axonal Injury and ultrastructural changes in the 
axon 
 In the case of concussion, the extent of the damage lies 
predominantly in the axon rather than in the cell body or the myelin sheath 
(73).  When impact occurs, there is an immediate mechanical stretching of 
axons resulting in diffuse axonal injury, which is thought to be reversible in 
concussion (30,62).  As explained in the section on glutamate release and 
ion flux this can lead to diffuse depolarization and disruption of the axonal 
membrane, the axolemma (62).  Mechanical stretching can also lead to 
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ionic flux, calcium influx, mitochondrial swelling, neurofilament 
compaction, and microtubule degradation (63,71).   
The membrane disruption described above is a retraction of the 
axolemma from the myelin sheath that occurs between 1 and 4 hours 
post-impact and creates invaginations in the membrane (63).  The myelin 
follows soon after, intruding into the invaginations of the axolemma and 
resulting in loss of the normal axonal profile (63). 
 Neurofilaments are the component of the cytoskeleton that provide 
structural support and maintain axonal diameter.  Neurofilament 
compaction, a reduced spacing between neurofilaments, can occur via 
two mechanisms in the 6 hours following impact (i.e. the acute phase) 
(70,71).  These are by way of “either phosphorylation or calpain-mediated 
proteolysis of sidearms (30,64-67).”  Phosphorylation alters neurofilament 
stability while calpain-mediated proteolysis of sidearms leads to 
neurofilament sidearm collapse (36,64,65,67,68,70).  Another 
ultrastructural change seen in diffuse axonal injury is the degradation of 
microtubules, which are involved in transport of components within the cell 
(36,70,72).  The highest incidence of microtubule degradation occurs at 
sites of the axolemmal infolding described above (72).  The dissolution of 
the axonal ultrastructural components that occurs in the period up to 24 
hours post-impact “in a proportion of nerve fibers” is believed to be due to 
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an activation of various enzymes by the increased concentration of 
intracellular Ca2+ (30,63,72). 
 Microtubules are responsible for transport of organelles within the 
cell and their dissolution may result in an accumulation of membrane-
bound organelles at the site of these ultrastructural perturbations (36,70).  
This accumulation leads to the formation of axonal swellings, areas of the 
axon where the diameter is greater than normal (70).  Eventually, when 
there is a loss of axonal transport through these areas of accumulation, 
they become so-called constrictions (36,70).  Constrictions can lead to 
disconnection of the axon at sites of axonal swelling a process known as 
secondary axotomy (30,70).  Focal axonal swellings due to organelle 
accumulation therefore precede secondary axotomy, which is then 
followed by formation of terminal swellings called axonal bulbs (70).  In the 
case of concussion, however, this series of events rarely goes to 
completion with axonal swellings being the only commonly occurring event 
(70).  
 In fluid percussion experiments using rats, it was found that the 
axonal damage progresses through various cortical and subcortical 
structures over a period of 4 to 6 weeks (30,73).  This finding that the 
“evolving localization of axonal damage points to ongoing degeneration 
after injury” may be a relevant area in which to pursue future research in 
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order to improve our ability to manage decisions regarding return to 
normal activity in patients with head injury (73). 
 Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has been utilized to prove that DAI is 
a consequence of concussion in human subjects (30,74).  DTI is an MRI-
based  method to chart white matter tracts.  This method takes advantage 
of the anisotropic diffusion of water, that is, the fact that water molecules 
tend to diffuse in the direction of the long axis of an axon whereas 
movement perpendicular to this direction is directly impeded by the 
axolemma (79).  Fractional anisotropy (FA) is a measurement of this 
anisotropy (30,75).  FA values are sensitive to microstructural changes in 
white matter integrity and decreases when white matter tracts are 
damaged (30,75).  A study by Niogi et al. examined the relationship 
between microstructural white matter integrity in specific areas of the 
brain, as measured by FA, and memory performance and attentional 
control in adult subjects with concussion (76).  Their regions of interest 
were the anterior corona radiata, which carries signals to and from the 
cortex, and the uncinate fasciculus, which connects the frontal and 
temporal lobes (76-78).  They found a correlation between attentional 
control and FA in the left hemisphere anterior corona radiata in concussed 
patients: decreases in FA correlated significantly with increases in reaction 
time (76).  They also found that decreases in FA in the uncinate fasciculus 
correlated significantly with impaired recall in a long delay free recall test.  
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Since it appears that concussions can produce consistent patterns of 
reduction in FA as measured by DTI, it follows that DTI can be used as a 
biomarker when looking at neurocognitive function and dysfunction (76). 
An additional study by Niogi et al. found positive correlations 
between number of damaged white matter structures, quantified by DTI, 
and mean reaction time on a simple cognitive task (75).  At the same time, 
they found that there was no such correlation between the number of 
traumatic microhemorrhages, which can be detected on conventional MRI 
scans, and reaction time.  They found that the majority of subjects with 
concussion and normal MRI results had evidence of diffuse axonal injury, 
providing further evidence that DAI is a major factor in causing symptoms 
of concussion and further reason to consider DTI a “microstructural 
imaging biomarker for long-term neurocognitive impairments (75).” 
 On the other hand, it has also been found that FA sometimes 
increases after concussion (79).  A study conducted on adolescents in 
which DTI was performed within 6 days of injury showed increased FA 
and it has been suggested that this is due to axonal swelling following 
impact (30,79).  However, this should not overshadow the results of the 
other studies discussed here, and further research on concussions using 
DTI should be pursued. 
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Post-impact neurotransmitter changes 
 Persistent memory and cognitive deficits following concussion may 
be the result of dysfunctional excitatory neurotransmitter activity (36).  
Following concussion, changes have been observed in glutamatergic, 
cholinergic, and adrenergic systems in rats.  Of particular interest are the 
changes in long-term potentiation, an NMDA-dependent, and thus 
glutamatergic, measure of brain plasticity (36). 
 The hippocampus is the brain structure that is usually the focus 
when discussing long-term potentiation, the cellular basis of learning and 
memory, and thus is an excellent region to study the effects of concussion 
(82).  Long-term potentiation is an enhancement of synaptic effectiveness 
that follows brief, high frequency tetanic electrical stimulation (81).  The 
enhancement is lasts for minutes, hours or even days and is thought to be 
the molecular basis of learning and memory (81,82).  Studies were 
conducted using fluid-percussive injury in rats to better understand how 
concussive injury affects long-term potentiation.  It was found that 
hippocampal synaptic plasticity, as measured by the presence of long-
term potentiation, is lost in the acute phase following concussive injury 
and that this is not due to widespread neuronal cell death in the 
hippocampus (82).  An additional study using similar methods determined 
that concussive injury results in a chronic inability of the hippocampus to 
maintain long-term potentiation (83). 
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 Rats with concussive injury show learning and memory deficits 
similar to rats with hippocampal lesions (84). Some contend that this may 
be because these functions are in part mediated by forebrain cholinergic 
and catecholaminergic and concussive injury disrupts cholinergic systems 
(84,85).  Gorman et al. discovered that a decrease in the activity of choline 
acetyltransferase, the synthetic enzyme for acetylcholine, occurred by 1 
hour post-impact in brain areas related to memory (84).  Another study by 
Schmidt and Grady showed a significant and selective loss of forebrain 
cholinergic neurons in rats following concussive injury, although the 
mechanism of loss and its application to human concussion has not been 
established (85).  These studies together demonstrate another potential 
molecular mechanism of memory impairment following impact. 
 Inhibitory neurotransmission may also be affected by concussive 
injury.  It appears that concussive injury can result in loss of GABAergic 
hilar neurons (86).  This “can compromise normal inhibition of 
hippocampal dentate granule cells” and “may predispose the traumatized 
brain to subsequent development of seizures (36,86,87).”  That is, 
disturbances in GABAergic signaling may mediate the incidence of seizure 
in patients with concussion. 
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Physiological basis for loss of consciousness  
The exact physiological cause of loss of consciousness associated 
with concussion is not certain.  Some mechanisms have been suggested, 
including seizure and rapid rise of intracranial pressure, but these theories 
have little evidence to support them (1).  The true mechanism is thought to 
be a result of rotational forces acting upon the junction between the upper 
midbrain and thalamus, as seen in Figure 2.  The forces cause a transient 
and spatially specific disruption in the neurons of the reticular activating 
system (RAS) (1). 
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The reticular activating system is composed of a number of 
interdependent subcortical and brainstem areas that have specific roles in 
human arousal and awareness with the key areas being the glutamatergic 
and cholinergic neurons in the dorsal tegmentum of the midbrain and pons 
(27-29).  These key areas activate primarily the intralaminar nuclei in the 
central thalamus and basal forebrain.  The central thalamus and basal 
Figure 2. A graphical representation of the mechanism of impact.  From 
Ropper and Gorson, 2007 (1). 
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forebrain then go on to mediate cortical arousal mechanisms via 
glutamatergic and cholinergic projections, respectively (27).  
 
Repeat Concussion Physiology and Second Impact Syndrome 
 Second impact syndrome is usually defined as a catastrophic 
cerebral edema and subsequent neurological collapse when a patient 
sustains a second concussion before the symptoms of a prior concussion 
have resolved (30,47).  This can lead to coma, severe neurological 
deficits, or even death (30).  Second impact syndrome is a major concern 
when managing patients with concussion although its existence as a 
unique consequence of concussion is still debated (88). 
 Even in the absence of these characteristic symptoms, a second 
impact within a set time period has more severe effects than the first (30).  
In other words, the second concussion will be more severe than the first 
and the sixth will be far worse.  In sports, this may even lead to the lifelong 
disqualification of athletes due to the increasing risk associated with 
cumulative head injuries.  The time period of increased risk is when the 
metabolic activity of the cell is “stretched to its limits (36).”  Giza and 
Hovda detail some potential windows of vulnerability in the brain during 
this time period. 
 The first window they describe is during the uncoupling of cerebral 
blood flow and glucose metabolism (mentioned above).  In rats, the 
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duration of this window begins immediately after impact and lasts for at 
least 30 minutes after impact (36,42).  During this period, a second impact 
can potentially lead to cell death (36).  That is, an increase in energy 
demand due to accelerated ion pumping, or a decrease in available 
energy due to decreased cerebral blood flow or ATP synthesis, may lead 
to permanent neuronal injury or cell death as described in the section on 
axonal injury (36). 
 The second risk they describe is the potential increase in 
intracellular Ca2+ caused by a second injury on top of the already 
elevated level of Ca2+ following initial injury (36).  High intracellular Ca2+, 
as described above, can lead to mitochondrial dysfunction.  A second 
injury and consequent increase in Ca2+ can further hinder ATP production 
and may even activate apoptotic mechanisms within neurons (36).  In rats, 
the duration of this period is dependent on severity of injury and can last 
from 2 to 4 days (36,89,90). 
 As stated above, a repeat concussion has more severe 
consequences than a single impact.  One animal study on repeat 
concussion in the developing brain was conducted using a 24-hour 
interval between impacts (91).  The results demonstrated an increase in 
axonal injury, astrocytic reactivity (an indicator of diffuse injury), and 
memory deficit as compared to rats with 1 or no impact (91).   
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Another animal study using the same 24-hour interval found similar 
results (92).  They found that a repeat injury led to profound impairment of 
motor function at both 3 and 7 days post-impact while single impact led to 
a mild impairment at the 3-day marker.  They also found that while single 
impact resulted in axonal injury and small areas of cortical blood brain 
barrier breakdown, these effects were greatly increased following repeat 
injury.  Interestingly, and in contradistinction to other similar studies, there 
were no findings of impaired cognition in single, repeat, or no-impact 
groups (92). 
Yet another similar study was performed, but instead used 3, 5, and 
7-day intervals between the two concussive injuries instead of 24 hours 
(93).  This study found that cognitive deficits were significantly more 
pronounced in the repeat injury groups of 3 and 5 days than in single 
impact or 7-day interval, suggesting an increased vulnerability of the brain 
up to 5 days post-impact.  Although motor function was impaired in all 
groups, it was most pronounced with repeat injury on the 3-day interval.   
Additionally, while cytoskeletal damage, a limited number of scattered 
degenerating neurons, and axonal injury were present in all singly 
concussed groups between 3 days and 1 week post-impact, a second 
impact at the 3-day mark resulted in more DAI than in a single concussion 
(93). 
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These three studies are only a few of a larger collection that 
provide experimental evidence of a transient vulnerability of the brain 
following an initial concussion.  However, as Longhi et al. state,  
“care must be taken to extrapolate the temporal course of these 
changes from [the animal model] directly to humans” and 
“correlative human studies are certainly warranted before definitive 
clinical conclusions can be drawn (93).”   
 
Such studies may be warranted, but that is not to say that current 
studies do not already influence the management of concussion with 
regards to when a patient should be allowed to resume normal activity. 
 
Recovery, Return-To-Play, and Chronic Sequelae 
 The vulnerability of the brain following an initial concussion makes 
timelines for recovery a heavily debated topic, partly because of the 
differences in each individual head injury and the difficulty in translating 
findings in animal models to human patients (36).  The timelines of 
physiological and cognitive dysfunction in animal models following 
concussion tend to be shorter than in humans, making definitive 
conclusions difficult (36).  However, concussion management is an ever 
present need and thus protocols have been implemented in the absence 
of these definitive conclusions. 
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Treatment Principles 
Given the metabolic dysfunction and energy crisis that follows 
concussion, rest is the most logical direction to take in the healing process 
(15).  Indeed, rest until physical and cognitive symptoms resolve is the first 
thing recommended by physicians and is the foundation for recovery from 
head injury (5).  Premature activation “may actually serve as a metabolic 
stressor and cause further damage (47).”  There is some evidence, 
detailed below, that activation of dysfunctional neural networks via 
external stimuli in the correct window of time may serve to aid recovery 
(47).  The reality may be that there is a middle ground where some activity 
may help recovery but too much or too little may hinder it. 
Physical rest involves removal of the patient from aerobic activities, 
resistance training, and any other activities that may put them at risk of 
further brain injury (94).  Typically physical rest is easier for patients to 
achieve than cognitive rest.  Cognitive rest requires minimization of 
activities that use mental faculties (94).  This means that any activity that 
requires the patient’s attention or concentration should be avoided as 
much as possible until symptoms subside (15).  These activities, which 
can include things like text messaging, unnecessary reading, playing 
video games, using the computer, playing board games, or performing 
scholastic work can actually prolong recovery time and exacerbate 
symptoms (5,15,94).   
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Giza and DiFiori discuss two models of neural activation following 
concussion that have been studied using animal models (47).  The first is 
forced overuse in which an area of the motor cortex is lesioned and the 
animal is forced to use the affected limbs by placing the unaffected limbs 
in a cast (47,96).  It has been found that forced overuse within 7 days of 
injury actually caused expansion of the neural injury and interfered with 
neurologic recovery (47,96).  If forced overuse was implemented after the 
7-day window, there was no such expansion and neurologic recovery was 
more complete (47). 
The second model is voluntary exercise.  In experimental 
conditions, rats perform voluntary exercise on a running wheel (47,97).  In 
uninjured rats, this causes an increase in expression of brain-derived 
neurotrophic factor (BDNF), a growth factor that has effects on neuronal 
survival and growth, and synaptic plasticity (47,97,98).  Both cognitive 
function and amount of running correlate with expression of BDNF (47,97).  
If the running wheel is available in the first 7 days following concussive 
injury, however, voluntary exercise does not cause an increase in BDNF 
expression and actually impairs cognitive function (98).  Griesbach et al. 
attribute this to the metabolic dysfunction that follows impact (98).  Overall, 
these animal models provide sufficient rationale to limit physical activity 
following head injury. 
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A study by Majerske et al. on 95 student-athletes showed that 
those that engaged in high levels of activity following concussive injury 
had greater neurocognitive impairment and higher symptom scores than 
those that engaged in moderate levels of activity (95).  Interestingly, they 
found that those student-athletes that participated in moderate levels of 
activity showed better neurocognitive performance and lower symptom 
scores than both high and low-activity groups.  The authors suggest that 
more research into this finding could lead to new and better rehabilitation 
strategies for patients with concussions (95).  Greisbach et al., who 
investigated voluntary exercise-induced upregulation of BDNF following 
concussion, also concluded that moderate activity could have potential 
benefits (98).  They state that endogenous BDNF has enormous potential 
to be therapeutic for the brain following concussion, but because too much 
activity in the wrong time frame can be detrimental to recovery, more 
research must be conducted to determine the correct applications of 
activity-based therapies (98).   
Symptoms, balance, and cognitive function over this period of 
prescribed rest will usually recover spontaneously, but sometimes there 
can be a drawn out recovery (5).  This is called post-concussion syndrome 
and refers to the persistence of a cluster of concussion symptoms for 
more than 4 weeks post-impact which can last for months or even years 
(2,103).  The diagnostic criteria for post-concussion syndrome are shown 
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in Table 1.  Because of the apparent failure of the body to heal itself, many 
physicians resort to a pharmacological approach when treating patients 
who suffer from post-concussion syndrome (94).   
 
Table 1. ICD-10 Diagnostic Criteria 310.2 Postconcussion Syndrome 
(PCS). Table amended from Mittenburg et al., 2001 (102). 
 
1. History of head trauma with loss of consciousness precedes 
symptom onset by maximum of 4 weeks. 
2. Three or more symptom categories: 
(a) Headache, dizziness, malaise, fatigue, noise intolerance, 
(b) Irritability, depression, anxiety, emotional lability, 
(c) Subjective concentration, memory, or intellectual difficulties 
without neuropsychological evidence of marked impairment, 
(d) Insomnia, 
(e) Reduced alcohol tolerance, 
(f) Preoccupation of above symptoms and fear of brain damage 
with hypochondriacal concern and adoption of sick role 
Note. ICD-10 refers to the International Classification of Diseases, 10th 
edition.  
 
Interesting research has been conducted into various pharmaco-
logical measures, such as administration of exogenous BDNF (mentioned 
above), but has shown little promise thus far (98,99).  The evidence that 
pharmacological measures actually improve cognitive function, behavior, 
or memory is very sparse (99).  The absence of solid evidence for an 
effective pharmacological approach makes it impossible to generate a 
standard paradigm of care (94).  It makes sense, then, to limit the use of 
pharmacological therapies to treat signs and symptoms unless absolutely 
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necessary.  Meehan offers 3 general requirements that should be met 
before these therapies are implemented. 
 First, the patient’s symptoms must exceed the typical symptomatic 
period of concussion (94).  Second, the symptoms must be affecting the 
patient’s quality of life such that the potential risks of the medication being 
considered are outweighed by the potential benefit of treatment.  Third 
and most importantly, the physician directing care is “knowledgeable and 
experienced in the assessment of sport-related concussion or concussive 
brain injury in general (94).”  Once these conditions are met, medications 
can be prescribed to target the various categories of signs and symptoms 
described previously: sleep disturbance, somatic, cognitive, and emotional 
(2,94). 
 To combat sleep disturbances, the first treatment strategy should 
be environmental, behavioral, and diet modification (100).  Making the 
bedroom as dark and quiet as possible and removal of stimuli such as 
televisions, computers, and phones from the patient’s bedroom forces 
them to be less distracted when attempting to sleep (94).  Apparently, 
simply turning off these devices is not sufficient because  
“the mere presence of a computer, a to-do list, date 
book, or planner, can often trigger stress and anxiety 
regarding the tasks that lay ahead (94).”   
 
Other things that should be avoided to combat sleep disturbance include  
daytime naps, caffeine, nicotine, and alcohol (94,100). 
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 Once this strategy has been attempted, medication may be 
considered.  Meehan considers melatonin to be the best choice for 
pharmacological intervention due to its nontoxic nature and some 
evidence that it may be beneficial in recovery from brain injury (94).  Other 
options include trazodone, a serotonin reuptake inhibitor, and zolpidem, 
commonly known as ambien (94).  Although they induce sedation, 
benzodiazepines are typically not prescribed in the case of concussion 
because of their propensity to impair attention and memory (94,101). 
 Pharmacological treatment of somatic symptoms usually focuses 
on the most common one, the post-concussion headache (94).  
Analgesics like ibuprofen may help alleviate pain in the short-term, but 
frequent use should be discouraged as it can lead to rebound headaches 
that can complicate recovery (94).  Antidepressants are commonly 
prescribed to treat post-concussion headaches with the most common 
being amitriptyline (94,102,103).  Amitriptyline is used to treat tension-type 
and migraine headaches, the two most common forms of headache 
reported in post-concussion syndrome (94,103).  It also has the additional 
benefit of a sedative effect, which can help the patient with sleep 
disturbances and headache at the same time (94,104). 
 The emotional problems associated with concussion are treated the 
same as “phenotypically similar problems in the non-injured population 
(105).”  That is, those who have not necessarily sustained a concussion 
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but who do suffer from depression or any other emotional symptom that 
may follow concussion. 
 Depression is very commonly reported following concussion (105).  
In the first year following impact, depression is present in 10-60% of 
individuals and up to 17% of individuals at the 3 to 5 year marker 
(105,106).  Certain factors such as having attained less than a high school 
education, unstable work history pre-injury, and alcohol abuse can 
increase incidence of depression (106).  Meehan again suggests that a 
non-pharmacological approach to symptom resolution be attempted first 
with implementation of physician guided coping strategies, support of 
family and friends, and counseling (94).  If these approaches are not 
effective, antidepressants should be prescribed, but only by a physician, 
such as a psychiatrist, with extensive experience treating depression.  
Typically, tricyclic antidepressants and selective serotonin reuptake 
inhibitors (SSRIs) are prescribed (94).  Sertraline is one such SSRI that 
has shown to be effective in resolving depression as well as improving 
cognitive performance in the wake of concussion (94,107). 
Continued cognitive dysfunction, although more rare in post-
concussion syndrome than somatic, emotional, and sleep disturbance 
symptoms, may still occur (94).  Following sports-related concussion, 
cognitive function is often evaluated using computerized tests like the 
Immediate Post-Concussion Assessment and Cognitive Testing (ImPACT) 
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(19).  ImPACT is the most widely used testing program in sports and is 
used by the National Football League, the National Hockey League, and 
Major League Baseball (15,20).  ImPACT assesses attentional processes, 
verbal recognition memory, visual working memory, visual processing 
speed, reaction time, numerical sequencing ability, and learning (19,21).  
It is a useful tool to establish a baseline measurement of neurocognitive 
function and, when used again post-injury, it can help identify any changes 
in function, which can lead to determination of the severity of the 
concussion and the time it takes for cognitive symptoms to resolve (19).  
Currently, there is much research being conducted on various 
pharmacological agents that may be of benefit should the patient continue 
to exhibit cognitive symptoms of concussive injury, but the data from these 
studies remains controversial and incomplete (94). 
 As is emphasized above, therapy through medication should be the 
backup strategy.  The most critically important treatment strategy may be 
education of the patient and family members on symptoms, time course of 
symptom resolution, and potential long-term complications (105).  This 
helps minimize the risk that the patient or family will underestimate the 
severity of what is often misinterpreted as a minor injury.  Additionally, the 
physician should validate the symptoms that the patient is experiencing 
without “fostering illness behaviors (105).”  Mittenburg et al. sum it up 
nicely when they say that the  
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“critical components of effective treatment appear to be 
education about the symptoms of PCS, reattribution of these to 
benign causes, reassurance of a favorable prognosis, and 
gradual resumption of premorbid activities (102).” 
 
Return-to-Play/Resumption of Activity Following Concussion 
 Most patients who suffer concussion want to continue with their 
normal activities as soon as possible.  This brings up the question of when 
it is safe to resume such activities and the approach to this decision is 
highly individualized since each patient will recover at a different pace 
(11).  In addition to what we just described above as far as treatment 
protocols and their associated timeline, in sports they have what is called 
a return-to-play (RTP) protocol.  The basic requirement underlying RTP 
protocols is that all cognitive and clinical symptoms must subside before 
the player may resume risky behavior (5).  There are two such protocols, 
the same-day RTP and the graduated RTP (5). 
 Same-day RTP was a special scenario in which various 
requirements in specific settings were met.  This protocol was only 
considered in adult athletes with access to team physicians experienced in 
concussion management as well as provision of sufficient resources (5).  
Immediate access to resources including neuroimaging, neuro-
psychologists, consultants, and neurocognitive assessment was required.  
This means evaluation on the sideline or in the locker room immediately 
after impact.  Consensus statement panelists at the 3rd International 
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Conference on Concussion acknowledged evidence that American football 
players may recover more quickly and return to play on the same day of a 
concussive injury.  This approach was, at the time, supported by various 
publications out of the U.S. including the American Academy of 
Neurology, US Team Physician Consensus Statement, and US National 
Athletic Trainers Association position statement (5).  Same-day RTP was 
also supported by studies conducted by the National Football League 
(NFL) as recently as 2005 (5,108).  However, the overall position on this 
approach has changed.  The US Team Physician Consensus Statement 
published an update in 2011 that states explicitly, “it is essential the team 
physician understand there is no same-day RTP for the concussed athlete 
(5,6).”  The NFL also updated its RTP guidelines in 2009 stating that any 
player showing signs or symptoms of concussion should not return to 
practice or the game on the same day (109). 
 Graduated RTP is now the generally accepted approach to 
resuming normal activity.  It is a stepwise progression through various 
levels of activity following complete symptom resolution (5).  The first step 
is complete physical and cognitive rest, as described in the treatment 
section, with the simple goal of recovery.  In step 2, the athlete may 
engage in light aerobic exercise such as walking, swimming, or riding a 
stationary bike.  The objective is to raise the patient’s heart rate, but it 
should not exceed 70% of the maximum predicted heart rate at this stage.  
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Step 3’s objective is to add sport-specific movement to their light exercise.  
This can include simple drills that do not risk impact to the head.  In step 
4, the athlete may progress to increasingly complex non-contact sports 
drills and some resistance training.  This step allows the athlete to begin 
increasing cognitive load on top of the increasing physical load.  Step 5 
follows medical clearance and is a return to full-contact practice and 
normal training.  This step allows the coaching and training staff to 
reassess the functional skills of the athlete and also gives the athlete an 
opportunity to regain confidence.  The 6th and final step is a full return to 
normal game play (5).   
Before moving on to step 2, the patient must be completely 
asymptomatic at rest (5).  Each subsequent step should be allotted a 
minimum of 24 hours and any presentation of symptoms drops the athlete 
back to the previous step for an additional 24 hours before trying the more 
advanced step again (5).  Generally, the graduated RTP guidelines 
provide a window of 7 to 10 days for recovery following symptom 
resolution, but there are several modifying factors that can change that 
timeline (5,15). 
One important factor is the age of the athlete in question.  It has 
been found that athletes at the collegiate level and younger, especially 
less than 18 years of age, may require a longer recovery period for 
cognitive deficits to subside (5,110).  In the NCAA concussion study on 
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college football players, the average time for full resolution of all 
symptoms was 5 to 7 days, but 10% of athletes took longer than that to 
recover, and not all athletes showed the same pattern of symptom, 
cognitive, and balance recovery (112).  In the case of younger athletes, it 
was found that symptoms may take up to 14 days to subside and it is 
recommended that a more conservative approach to RTP be taken 
(5,110).  This is due to the fact that younger people have different 
physiological responses to concussions than adults, presumably due to 
the stage of development they are in (5).  One specific risk in children is 
the greater likelihood of diffuse cerebral swelling following a second 
impact that may lead to coma or even sudden death (5)(30).  Thus, the 
modifying factors discussed here should be considered even more 
carefully when managing RTP decisions for young patients. 
Prolonged loss of consciousness, that is, of duration exceeding 1 
minute, was previously acknowledged as a primary factor when managing 
RTP decisions (5).  The reasoning behind this was a belief that the greater 
the duration, the worse the outcome, but more recent studies have found 
no correlation between loss of consciousness and neuropsychological 
testing score, casting doubt onto this claim (5,111).  Findings like this have 
decreased the emphasis on loss of consciousness when planning 
management of a concussed patient (111). 
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Presence of co- and pre-morbidities such as migraines, depression, 
ADHD, or sleep disorders can be important modifying factors as well (5).  
Others include number, severity, and frequency of previous concussions, 
present medications, dangerous style of play (i.e. high-risk position or 
behavior), and the level of risk of the sport in question (5).  Modifying 
factors should be considered carefully and thoroughly when deciding if a 
patient is ready to return to their normal level of activity, as premature 
return and subsequent injury can have catastrophic long-term 
consequences such as progressive neurodegeneration. 
 
Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy 
 There is a growing concern about the role of repetitive head trauma 
on development of future behavioral and physiological pathologies.  A 
body of evidence that has been growing since the 1920s has lent 
credence to this concern (113).  The term “punch drunk” was used to 
describe boxers who exhibited cognitive, behavioral, or motor 
abnormalities (113).  This was a result of a disorder originally termed 
dementia pugilistica from “pugil”, which is Latin for “boxer” (113,115).  In 
the subsequent decades, it has been found that this disorder is not limited 
to the sport of boxing and is in fact the result of repetitive head injury.  It 
has now become known as chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE), a 
term coined in 1966 (116). 
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 CTE is a slowly progressing neurodegenerative tauopathy, which is 
a disease in which the characteristic feature is pathological aggregation of 
phosphorylated tau protein (157).  CTE has an onset usually on the order 
of years or decades following resolution of acute or chronic symptoms of 
head injury (114).  When the patient begins to develop signs and 
symptoms of CTE they will most likely be middle-aged and, if they were 
professional athletes, will most likely be retired (114).  The onset of 
symptoms is usually subtle and varies on an individual basis (113,114).  
Sometimes it begins with behavioral symptoms such as irritability, 
inappropriate anger, a “short fuse”, apathy, and, perhaps most importantly, 
increased suicidality (114,119).  Other times it can begin with cognitive 
disturbances, most commonly including impaired memory and executive 
functioning (114).  Disorientation, confusion, dizziness, and headaches 
are also common in the early stages (113).  As the disease progresses, 
impaired movement, abnormal gait, impeded speech, ocular 
abnormalities, vertigo, tremors, and deafness may manifest (113,114).   
One group of investigators proposed a 3-stage classification 
system for the progression of CTE.  Stage 1 consists of affective 
disturbances and psychotic symptoms (113,120).  Stage 2 is 
characterized by erratic behavior, memory loss, social dysfunction, and 
initial appearance of Parkinson’s disease-like symptoms.  The final stage 
involves “general cognitive dysfunction progressing to dementia and is 
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often accompanied by full-blown Parkinsonism, as well as speech and gait 
abnormalities (113,120).”  Interestingly, only a minority of individuals with 
neuropathologically confirmed CTE developed dementia before death and 
it has been suggested that this is due partly to the fact that many 
individuals suffering from CTE “have either committed suicide or died from 
accidents or drug overdoses at an early age (114,119).” 
On a macroscopic level there are a number of gross pathological 
changes evident in neuropathological investigations of CTE.  The first is a 
reduction in the weight of the brain itself due primarily to atrophy of the 
frontal lobe, temporal lobe, parietal lobe, and, in some cases, the occipital 
lobe (113).  In more severe cases of CTE, the hippocampus, entorhinal 
cortex, and amygdala may also have significant atrophy (113).  Anterior 
cavum septum pellucidem with posterior fenestrations is also a very 
common occurrence and is most likely due to  
“the force of the head impact being transmitted 
through the ventricular system, thereby affecting the 
integrity of the intervening tissue (114).”   
 
Other common gross characteristics of CTE include an abnormal 
enlargement of the lateral and third ventricles, pallor of the substantia 
nigra, and atrophy of the olfactory bulbs, mammillary bodies, cerebellum, 
brain stem, and thalamus (113,114). 
Microscopic study of the neuropathology of CTE has yielded 
interesting findings that can be divided into four major topics: neuron loss, 
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tau deposition, beta-amyloid deposition, and TAR DNA-binding protein of 
43 kD (TDP-43) (2,113,114). 
Tau is a microtubule-associated protein that is abundant in the 
central nervous system (CNS), predominantly within axons (117).  Tau 
binds to and stabilizes microtubules and promotes microtubule 
polymerization.  Tau regulation is primarily mediated through protein 
kinases and phosphatases and abnormally phosphorylated tau is the 
hallmark of tauopathies such as CTE and Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (117).  
Filamentous tau polymers can aggregate into neurofibrillary tangles 
(NFTs), a microscopic characteristic of both CTE and AD (114).  Other 
neurofibrillary inclusions can form as well, namely, neuropil threads (NTs) 
and glial tangles (GTs).  Several distinctions can be made between the tau 
deposition in CTE and AD.  The first is that the distribution of the tau 
pathology differs between the two disorders (114).  In CTE, NFTs are 
found more commonly in the more superficial cortical layers II and III, 
while in AD they are “preferentially distributed in large projection neurons 
in layers III and V (114).”  NFT distribution in AD is also much more 
uniform than in CTE where deposition is irregular, in uneven foci 
throughout various cortices, and denser than in AD (113,114,120). NFTs 
are most dense near the bottom of cortical sulci and are typically situated 
around microvasculature (114).  This may indicate that damage to 
cerebral microvasculature and the blood brain barrier, occurring as a 
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result of concussive impact, may play a role in the development of the 
NFTs seen in CTE (114).  However, the true significance of this 
observation remains to be elucidated.  Disruption, even transient, in the 
flow of nutrients to areas with damaged microvasculature may be one 
factor contributing to the pathological changes seen in CTE. 
There exist two schools of thought on the effect of these tau 
aggregations seen in CTE.  One is that the accumulation of 
phosphorylated tau itself leads to neurodegeneration (114).  This theory is 
supported by “tau’s involvement in some genetic forms of frontotemporal 
degeneration (114,122,114).”  Additionally, studies showing that 
microinjections of plasmids containing human tau cDNA constructs into 
lamprey neurons in situ leads to production of tau filaments that 
accumulate and lead to neuronal degeneration (114,123,124).  The other 
school of thought believes that intracellular NFTs are a byproduct of 
degeneration rather than the cause (114).  It is possible that specific 
neurons survive initial damage and store all of the abnormal tau proteins 
(114,125).  Gavett et al. suggest that a tau toxic factor or trans-cellular 
propagation by misfolded tau may be the method by which 
neurodegeneration can start in multiple isolated areas and spread to large 
regions of the brain and become a systemic degeneration (114).  
Regarding the connection between NFTs and concussion, it is not yet 
known exactly how repeat head injury leads to the formation of NFTs.  
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However, it has been suggested that the neurometabolic cascade and 
ionic flux that accompany DAI can lead to tau phosphorylation, truncation, 
misfolding, and aggregation (114). 
Neuronal loss usually accompanies neurofibrillary degeneration 
and is most prevalent in the hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, and 
amygdala (113).  In advanced stages of CTE neuronal loss can also be 
pronounced in the subcallosal, insular, frontal, and temporal cortices 
(113). 
Beta-amyloid (Aβ) is produced via endo-proteolytic cleavage of 
amyloid precursor protein (APP) (126).  Aβ deposits are extensive in 
almost all cases of AD and dense deposits, also called neuritic plaques, 
are essential to its diagnosis (114).  In CTE, however, Aβ deposits are 
present in less than half of individuals and when plaques do occur they 
are less dense than those seen in AD (113,114).  The role of Aβ in the 
pathogenesis of CTE is still unclear, but several things are known about 
APP with relation to head injury (114).  For instance, it has been 
established that APP expression is upregulated following head injury 
(127).  As stated earlier, DAI results in dysfunctional axonal transport and 
formation of axonal swellings (36,70).  At sites of swelling there is an 
accumulation of proteins including APP (114,128).  It has been suggested 
that this buildup of APP can lead to rapid formation of Aβ (128).  What 
remains to be seen, however, is what mechanistic role the buildup of APP 
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and Aβ in these axonal swellings plays, neurodegenerative or otherwise 
(114).  Also unknown is the duration of the buildup and the mechanism 
involved in its clearance (114).  This is, of course, an area of interest for 
AD research but as CTE receives more attention, it may be an important 
area to study with specific respect to CTE. 
Another, more recently discovered, characteristic of CTE is TDP-43 
proteinopathy, originally thought to be specific to amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis (ALS) (129).  TDP-43 is widely expressed in a number of tissues 
and has varied, diverse, and incompletely understood physiological 
functions.  It is thought to be involved in regulating a number of biological 
processes via binding to DNA, RNA, and other proteins (129).  One known 
function of TDP-43 is to bind to neurofilament mRNA and stabilize the 
transcript (114).  It thus plays a critical role in mediating the neuronal 
response to the cytoskeletal injury that occurs in DAI (114).  DAI may also 
increase TDP-43’s expression and “accumulation, aggregation, and 
dislocation to the cytoplasm, thereby enhancing its neurotoxicity 
(114,130).”  A study was conducted by McKee et al. to determine the 
extent of TDP-43 inclusions in patients with CTE (129).  They found 
widespread TDP-43 proteinopathy in the brains of over 80% of their 
cases.  Brain areas that showed TDP-43 immunoreactivity included the 
brainstem, basal ganglia, diencephalon, medial temporal lobe, frontal, 
temporal, and insular cortices, and subcortical white matter.  Additionally, 
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they found TDP-43 inclusions in the anterior horns of the spinal cord in 3 
cases of CTE in which the patients had developed progressive motor 
neuron disease years before their death.  This suggests that TDP-43 
proteinopathy, when it extends to the spinal cord, manifests as an ALS-
like motor neuron disease (129).  The simultaneous presence of both 
NFTs and TDP-43 inclusions in nervous tissue of CTE patients is no 
coincidence.  As McKee and colleagues state,  
“The shared presence of two aggregated phosphorylated 
proteins associated with neurodegeneration in the great 
majority of cases of CTE suggests that a common stimulus, 
such as repetitive axonal injury, provokes the pathological 
accumulation of both proteins (114).”   
 
Such repetitive injury may be the result of a number of activities, 
many of which have been connected to CTE, including American football, 
soccer, professional wrestling, hockey, physical abuse, epilepsy, and head 
banging (114).  It is likely that the risk of CTE is not equal among all of 
these activities and probably varies due to a number of factors such as 
position, duration of exposure, age at time of injury, or genetic 
predisposition (114).  Research on genetic predisposition is currently 
focused on the presence of the apolipoprotein E (ApoE) ε4 allele, as it is 
thought to increase the risk of developing CTE (113).  As many as 57% of 
patients with neuropathologically confirmed cases of CTE possessed at 
least 1 ApoE ε4 allele, a much higher percentage than the estimated 
prevalence in the general population of 28% (114,132).  However, as 
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McKee et al. state, “this genetic link is currently speculative, as formal 
epidemiological studies have yet to be conducted (114).” 
The underlying cause of CTE is believed to be repeat concussive 
and subconcussive impacts leading to cumulative ultrastructural and 
biochemical changes that eventually develop into the observed pathology 
(2,131).  Subconcussive impacts refer to impacts that are not forceful 
enough to produce concussive symptoms or lead to a definitive diagnosis 
of concussion (2).  Beyond the idea that repeat impact may lead to CTE, 
however, the pathogenesis is unclear and, currently, a post-mortem 
neuropathological confirmation is the only method of providing a definitive 
diagnosis of CTE (113).  Diagnosis via observation of signs and symptoms 
is complicated by the similarity to other diseases, namely AD and 
frontotemporal dementia (114). 
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DISCUSSION: PREVENTION OF CONCUSSION AND ITS  
RELATED SEQUELAE 
 
Given the absence of current medical therapies for concussion, 
prevention appears to be the best method of minimizing potential 
catastrophic short- and long-term consequences.  Obviously the best way 
to prevent something is to avoid its cause completely, but the chances of 
individuals entirely avoiding participation in activities that put them at risk 
for concussion is unlikely; kids will continue to play sports and climb on 
jungle gyms, adults will continue to drive cars, and football players will still 
pursue careers in their high-risk sport. 
Incidence of sports-related concussion alone in the U.S. is 
estimated to be 1.4 to 3.8 million cases annually (133,134).  Conclusions 
based on estimates such as this should be made with caution because of 
several factors.  One is the fact that these estimates are based on hospital 
visits (133).  This is problematic because not everyone who goes to the 
hospital after a head impact has a concussion and conversely not 
everyone who has a concussion goes to the hospital (135).  This estimate, 
therefore, is likely to be an underestimate. 
Table 2 lists the 5 major areas in which advancement may lead to 
improved concussion prevention.   
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Table 2. Major Areas of Interest 
(a) Standardized definition and terminology of the injury 
(b) Standardized reporting of symptoms 
(c) Improved education 
(d) Equipment development 
(e) Policy changes 
 
Concussion Definition 
Another factor may be that the lack of a concise definition of 
concussion over the years has led to skewed data (134,136).  Some 
contend that the terms “concussion” and “mild traumatic brain injury 
(mTBI)” can be used interchangeably, but other sources explicitly state 
that these two terms, while related, represent different conditions (2,5,6).  
For instance, an article published in the Journal of Neurotrauma claims 
that the terms are interchangeable with “concussion” being used in sports 
medicine and “mTBI” being used in the medicine of trauma (7).  On the 
other hand, according to a review published in January 2012, these two 
terms should be separate because concussion “can be a serious injury 
that, particularly with repetitive occurrences, may have longer-term 
neuropsychological sequelae (2).”  Additionally, in the report of the 3rd 
International Conference on Concussion in Sport held in 2008, it was 
stated that panel discussion took place concerning the definitions of both 
concussion and mTBI and that there was consensus that the terms refer 
to “different injury constructs and should not be used interchangeably (5).”   
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 Charles Tator, in an editorial published in The Canadian Journal of 
Neurological Sciences, refers to the definition of mTBI as “cumbersome” 
and a study by Ryu et al showed that physicians failed to document using 
the Glascow Coma Scale (GCS) score, an essential test required for the 
designation of mTBI, in about two-thirds of the cases (8,9).  Tator infers 
from this that  
“most practitioners involved in the diagnosis of 
concussion view the inclusion of the GCS as 
unnecessary and irrelevant in the management of 
patients with concussion (9).”   
 
He also goes on to conclude that there needs to be more uniformity and 
clarity in the documentation of concussions and that other fields of 
medicine should consider adopting the definition and management used 
by the field of sports medicine (9).   The lack of a widely accepted strict 
definition has potentially dangerous implications.  A study published in 
2010 suggests that the label of “concussion” is generally perceived as less 
alarming than “mild traumatic brain injury” and thus results in a 
misinterpretation that it is less severe (12).  This is dangerous because if 
the severity of the injury is underestimated, a premature return to normal 
activity could risk an increased chance of even more severe and long-
lasting damage (11,12). 
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Standardized Reporting of Concussion 
In addition to the lack of a strict definition of concussion, 
underreporting of symptoms by athletes may be one of the more 
significant confounders impeding attempts to find true incidence rates of 
concussion (15).  Symptoms may be intentionally unreported by the 
athlete for several reasons; among them may be personal desire and 
outside pressure to continue playing or the idea that a reported 
concussion will jeopardize their future career or financial benefits (10,137).  
Underreporting may also occur because the athlete simply does not 
recognize the symptoms of concussion and thus does not realize they 
have suffered one (10).  The athlete in this case may brush off dizziness 
or disorientation after an impact as “nothing” rather than report them to 
someone as the significant symptoms (10,137). 
 
Improved Education 
Education, then, should be a focus for the continued development 
of concussion management.  One study found that only 43% of athletes 
feel they have some knowledge of concussion and 56% report no 
knowledge of potential consequences following head injury (10,138).  
Additionally, it has been found that 42% of youth coaches believe that 
concussion only occurs if there is loss of consciousness and that 25% of 
coaches would allow an athlete to return to play even when showing signs 
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of concussion (10,139).  The Center for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC) has free educational materials available for anyone interested, 
including a concussion kit called Heads Up (15).  This kit was found to be 
the most helpful source of concussion education for coaches, who in the 
absence of an athletic trainer are usually the ones to permit an athlete to 
return to play, but was also the least used or received (15,140).  Increased 
education of players, coaches, parents, and athletic trainers concerning 
concussion may serve to prevent repeat concussive injury by removing 
the athlete from play before a second impact can occur, thus potentially 
preventing long-term sequelae such as CTE. 
There has been a push in some states to ban high-risk sports like 
Pop Warner (youth) football (144).  Opponents to this policy change claim 
it is an overreaction to  
“a few, high profile incidents involving athletes who 
played football in college or the NFL” and “kids at that 
age don’t move as fast and they don’t collide as fast 
(144).”   
 
They also claim that they “teach kids how to protect themselves 
when they are on the field (144).”  But if professional athletes are not able 
to protect themselves on the field all of the time, how can kids from ages 5 
to 11 be expected to do so?  The executive director of Pop Warner football 
has said that kids are far more likely to get a concussion from riding a bike 
or skateboard than from playing youth football, and he may be right (144).  
However, we must keep in mind that mounting evidence points to 
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cumulative concussive and subconcussive injury as the cause of long-
term sequelae and that the number of impacts a child will receive over 6 
years of youth football is much higher than in activities like biking and 
skateboarding.  Not to mention that the brain is undergoing important 
development throughout this period of their lives and disturbances in brain 
physiology may have profound impact on this development.  However, 
banning children completely from a sport they, and many others, love may 
be extreme.  New equipment, rule changes, and better education on head 
injury may help to curb the risk youth athletes face when playing sports 
like football. 
 
Equipment Development 
Helmets in particular are usually in the conversation when 
discussing player safety and concussion prevention.  However, many 
people fail to realize that helmets are in fact designed to prevent 
catastrophic injury such as skull fracture or intracranial bleeding and not 
concussion (10,141).  That is not to say that helmet design has not 
advanced over the years.  For instance, there has been a sustained 
significant decrease in football player deaths due to subdural hematoma 
since the 1950s, much of which can be attributed to improved equipment 
(145).  Although it should be noted that rule changes, improved technique, 
and improved healthcare also contributed to this decline (145).  
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Additionally, there is some evidence that new football helmet designs are 
more effective in preventing concussion than the standard model, but 
larger trials are required and research in this field is ongoing (10,15,142). 
The ineffectiveness of helmets to prevent concussion is a 
testament to the complex mechanism of concussive injury, in particular the 
rotational and shearing nature of the underlying physiological injury.  As 
mentioned previously, an individual does not even require a direct impact 
to the head in order to sustain a concussion.  A helmet would be useless 
in this scenario and one may even posit that the added weight of the 
helmet may cause more damage by increasing risk of greater rotational 
forces being applied to the individuals’ neck.  The limitations of helmets 
are also a matter of simple physics.  Research into different materials and 
microstructures has improved helmets, but the fact remains that there is 
just not enough padding to absorb and redistribute the amount of energy 
that an impact provides (143).  Dr. Timothy Gay, a University of Nebraska 
physics professor and industry helmet consultant states that, short of 
adding 15 inches of foam to the outside, current football helmets “are 85% 
as good as they’re going to get” at preventing concussion (143). 
 
Policy Changes 
Given these equipment limitations, the next best chance for 
avoiding concussive injury in sports is to change existing rules and to 
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implement new ones.  This applies to both legislation and gameplay rules.  
In 2009, Washington state legislators “wrote arguably the strictest and 
most enlightened law in the nation regarding return-to-play for concussion 
in school sports (18 and younger) (146).”  The basics of the law are as 
follows: an educational informed consent paper must be signed by the 
parent and athlete prior to participation; if an athlete is suspected to have 
a concussion, they must be removed from play immediately; the athlete 
may not return to play until cleared by a licensed health professional with 
experience managing concussion.  Equivalent laws have since been 
passed by a number of other states, some at the urging of NFL 
Commissioner Roger Goodell (146). 
Also in 2009, the NFL instituted new guidelines to address the 
growing concern on concussions (146).  The 2009 statement, referenced 
above in the RTP section, states:  
“Once removed for the duration of a practice or game, the 
player should not be considered for return-to-football 
activities until he is fully asymptomatic, both at rest and after 
exertion, has a normal neurological examination, normal 
neuropsychological testing, and has been cleared to return 
by both his team physician(s) and the independent 
neurological consultant. A critical element of managing 
concussions is candid reporting by players of their symptoms 
following an injury. Accordingly, players are to be 
encouraged to be candid with team medical staffs and fully 
disclose any signs or symptoms that may be associated with 
a concussion (109).” 
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 Additionally, in 2010 the NFL instituted new gameplay rules to 
further protect players (146).  The “defenseless receiver” rule, which 
prevents a defensive player from launching himself from the ground 
leading with the forearm, shoulder, or helmet and striking the offensive 
player in the head or neck, used to apply only to receivers, but in 2010 
was changed to incorporate all players (146).  Another rule implemented 
in 2010 is that a play must be immediately whistled dead if a player loses 
their helmet (147).  Rule changes have been the center of much 
controversy, particularly the defenseless receiver rule.  Not only does the 
defense give up a yardage penalty when this occurs, but the probability 
that the defender who commits the foul faces additional consequences is 
high.  The NFL had demonstrated its seriousness on the matter by 
imposing fines and sometimes suspensions on the perpetrators (146).  
The reason this is so controversial is that the hit will occur in the blink of 
an eye and the referee must make an immediate decision as to whether to 
penalize the defender.  The consequence of fines and suspensions has, in 
the opinion of some NFL players, crippled their ability to play at the 
highest level.  Defensive players will come at the offensive player hard 
and, in that split second when the ball is just getting to the receiver, they 
have to decide at what angle, how high, with what part of their body, and 
how hard to hit them.  This is problematic because the receiver may drop 
their head or break at the waist as soon as they catch the ball, putting their 
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head or neck directly in the line with the defender’s initial trajectory.  There 
is no way for a defender to truly anticipate and account for that.  They hit 
the receiver in the head, get the penalty, and most likely end up getting 
fined or suspended for it.  Ed Reed of the Baltimore Ravens is considered 
one of the best defensive players in the NFL and not a “dirty player”, yet 
he was one of the top players in amount fined this past season (148).  He 
has been very outspoken concerning these new rules, admitting “he can’t 
be sure what’s a true tackle these days and what crosses the line (148).”  
Offensive players tend to agree that defensive players are being put in a 
difficult position with these new rules and that the “game is played too fast 
to worry about [the way they are hitting the offensive player], but they do 
have to worry (148).” 
 The new rules for hitting players and guidelines for RTP are 
definitely steps in the right direction in the interest of protecting the health 
of NFL athletes, but big hits are what we as fans have come to expect 
from NFL games and some fans and players think that this new direction 
is putting the future of the league in jeopardy (149).  When asked about 
the future of the league and rule changes, San Francisco 49ers tight end 
Vernon Davis said, “I think the rules will change a lot. There’s already no 
helmet-to-helmet.  Might be flag football, maybe (149).”  Bernard Pollard of 
the Baltimore Ravens speculated that the NFL might not exist in 30 years 
because of this new direction.  While he agrees that player safety is 
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important, he makes an interesting point that coaches want bigger, faster, 
and stronger athletes every year and that this comes with bigger hits and if 
the NFL is going to keep ramping up the fines and penalties for defenders 
essentially doing what is asked of them, then the fans are going to get fed 
up and the league will crumble (150).   
Pollard also goes on to say that NFL players know what they are 
signing up for in terms of bodily risk.  His teammate Ed Reed echoed this 
sentiment, after admitting that he feels the effects of repeated head 
impacts, by saying, “Some days, I wake up and I’m like, ‘Where did my 
memory go?’ But I signed up for it (151).”  When asked about Junior Seau, 
a former New England Patriot who committed suicide and was, upon post-
mortem examination, found to be suffering from CTE, Ed Reed said that 
Seau knew the risks going in and is sure that “he’s looking down with no 
regrets (151).”  This topic is interesting because risk versus reward is a 
huge deciding factor for many players when they decide what symptoms 
to report after suffering an impact.  If they admit to seeing stars or being 
dizzy, chances are they will be withheld from play.  If they are withheld 
from play they cannot put up their numbers and may end up getting 
benched for someone else.  For some players this might lead to a forced 
early retirement because they may be seen as a liability.  Many players 
will, understandably, want to avoid this and continue getting paid hundreds 
of thousands or even millions of dollars to play a game they love. 
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Preventing players from continuing to play after suffering an impact 
is a multifaceted problem.  The new rules and guidelines certainly help, 
but at the same time, players need to be on board with the changes.  This 
will require a cultural shift in “macho” sports like the NFL.  A player should 
not be seen as “weak” for sitting out the rest of the game after a collision 
and providing more education for players on the potential long-term effects 
of concussion may help to move this in the right direction.  Knowing the 
risks may help players to hesitate before putting themselves on the line 
again right away. 
Fans and supporters can help by accepting the fact that rules are 
changing and that big hits will be strictly penalized.  We can expect new 
rules to be instituted in the near future that will continue to make the NFL a 
bit tamer than it is right now.  We can help with the cultural shift by 
encouraging each other to realize that it is not okay to cheer when a 
player gets hurt.  As Kansas City Chief’s lineman Eric Winston put it,  
“We are not gladiators.  This is not the Roman 
Coliseum…Boo me all you want…But if you are one of 
those people, one of those people that were out there 
cheering or even smiled when [Chiefs’ quarterback Matt 
Cassel] got knocked out, I just want to let you know, and I 
want everybody to know that I think it’s sickening and 
disgusting (152).”  
 
President Barack Obama weighed in on the subject as well by 
saying that new rule changes may make NFL football a bit less exciting, 
but that it will make it safer for players and that “fans maybe won’t have to 
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examine our consciences quite as much (149).”  If the fans go along with 
it, it will help to sustain the league and its players and will hopefully prove 
Bernard Pollard’s 30-year NFL expiration date wrong.   
High profile cases like that of Junior Seau help to shine a spotlight 
on other problems the league can address, namely depression and CTE.  
Depression is a lot like not returning to play following a hard collision in 
that it apparently has no place in the macho paradigm of a league like the 
NFL.  Changing the culture around this and providing early identification 
and support to players who may be suffering from depression would most 
likely be an effective way to prevent depression-related suicides from 
occurring.  CTE research, though currently in its infant stages, is gaining 
more attention every day and promising research is being conducted.  The 
NFL Players Union has just recently given Harvard a $100 million grant to 
study hundreds of former NFL players over the next 10 years, the goal 
being to better understand long-term effects of playing contact sports 
(153).  Studies like this will hopefully benefit not only professional athletes, 
but also any individuals with a history of concussion or head injury. 
 To summarize, education is the first priority in preventing 
concussion and its sequelae.  It may be lifesaving to provide the 
knowledge necessary for the player or responsible party to recognize the 
signs and symptoms of concussion and realize that this is a severe injury 
with potentially severe consequences.  Institution of new guidelines and 
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legislation concerning youth sports may prove key to preventing 
catastrophic brain injury in young athletes, but better education may be an 
alternative to banning certain youth sports altogether.  Advances in 
equipment for contact sports are unlikely to completely resolve the issue 
of concussion and repeat injury simply on their own due to a matter of 
simple physics, however, there is potential for some improvement.  Rule 
changes and new guidelines in professional sports appear to be effective 
in at least preventing immediate repeat concussions, but an overall 
cultural shift needs to occur in both the player community and the fan base 
in order to be as effective as possible.  Additional support and early 
recognition of long-term sequelae of repeat concussion would also be 
helpful in limiting the number of player suicides and other related 
complications, but again, this will require a cultural shift to remove the 
stigma of apparent weakness that admission of depression and other 
symptoms of CTE are associated with. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
 Concussion is a widespread and common medical condition in 
which trauma causes biomechanical damage to the brain leading to 
complex pathophysiological processes and alteration of consciousness.  
The terms mTBI and concussion are sometimes used interchangeably, but 
the consensus of the current literature is that they are different injury 
constructs.  Currently, a common pattern in terminology appears to be to 
refer to this complex injury as concussion in a sports setting and as mTBI 
when outside the realm of sports.  It is clear that the medical community 
needs to reach a consensus on a true definition and classification of 
concussive injury.  A strict definition would be a good starting point to shift 
the broad public perception of concussion as a “bump on the head” to the 
more serious injury construct that it truly is. 
 Because of its complex nature and the variability of signs, 
symptoms, and severity from individual to individual, it can be difficult to 
diagnose.  The implementation of standardized physical and cognitive 
assessment tools is helping to minimize the potential for misdiagnosis and 
thereby minimize the risk that an individual will return to normal activity 
prematurely.  Application of more advanced electronic neuropsychological 
test batteries in conjunction with standardized physical and cognitive 
assessment tools has proven to be effective in improving concussion 
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diagnosis.  Consistent attempts to improve the efficiency and accuracy of 
diagnosis are leading to improvements, but further research into the 
complex pathophysiological processes underlying the injury is required to 
maintain this consistency. 
 Standard neuroimaging protocols like CT and MRI are typically 
unremarkable following concussion and are mostly used to rule out any 
gross structural damage, making them of little use in diagnosing or 
managing concussion.  Additional types of imaging that are, for various 
reasons, not routinely used in management of acute concussion include 
functional MRI (fMRI), positron emission tomography (PET), and diffusion 
tensor imaging (DTI) (5,18).  DTI, described previously, is used to image 
the white matter neural pathways by taking advantage of water movement 
differences between grey and white matter and can be of particular use in 
identifying DAI (18).  Although these modalities provide valuable insight 
into the physiology of head injury, they are mainly used in research rather 
than in clinical practice (5).  The standardized application of non-traditional 
imaging modalities like high resolution MRI or DTI may help to not only 
make a definitive concussion diagnosis, but also to address the timeline 
for return to normal activity. 
 The extensive neuropathophysiological events of a single 
concussive injury are fairly well elucidated including the neurometabolic 
cascade, ionic flux, neurotransmitter changes, axonal damage, and 
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metabolic dysfunction.  The next step will be to connect what is known 
about the underlying pathophysiology of an individual concussive injury to 
that of repeat injury and how this may lead to long-term complications 
such as CTE. 
 Current treatment principles revolve around physical and cognitive 
rest, but research into the underlying physiological mechanism will 
hopefully provide insight into potential pharmacological therapies in the 
near future.  Until then, however, the management of patients with 
concussion should be a meticulous process always erring on the side of 
caution.  A second impact before the resolution of symptoms from a 
previous concussion can be potentially catastrophic and must be avoided 
at all costs.   
As our knowledge of concussion and its sequelae grow, prevention 
becomes an even more important policy.  New RTP guidelines, gameplay 
rules, and official policy need to be instituted in order to keep up with the 
mounting evidence of the gravity of concussive injury.  This will require not 
only action on the part of officials in various leagues, but also action by 
policy makers on the state and federal levels.  These changes will be 
difficult to implement as they have a variety of consequences, but they 
must be made in order to protect the safety of athletes everywhere. 
Thankfully, the public’s interest in concussive injury and its 
sequelae is skyrocketing, leading to more research.  The importance of 
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continuing research in this area cannot be overstated, but our approach to 
concussion research needs to evolve with our understanding of the injury 
construct.  Current animal models, for instance, use techniques to induce 
concussive injury that are of a linear nature rather than rotational (which 
we now accept as the true mechanical origin of concussive injury).  If the 
injury is not identical, it may be difficult to make reliable conclusions when 
translating results.  Additionally, the complexity and variety of 
symptomology in humans may be attributable to the specific geometry of 
the relatively recent evolution of the flexure between brainstem and 
forebrain.  Again, this is difficult to replicate in an animal model.  More 
research should be directed toward what underlies the human experience 
of concussion.  Some researchers have already begun moving in this 
direction.  One group, for instance, is hoping to learn more about the 
actual impact event by placing accelerometers and sensors in the mouth 
guards and helmets of football players.  Innovative research such as this 
may help elucidate new treatments, management strategies, prevention 
mechanisms, or even a greater understanding of the mystery that is the 
human brain.  Hopefully the evolution of our understanding of concussive 
injury and its sequelae can prove to be a positive feedback mechanism, 
continually fueling our pursuit of knowledge by providing both answers and 
new questions to be answered. 
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 APPENDIX – Sport Concussion Assessment Tool 2 
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